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The rediscovery of the vort of Mandolin 1900 and the 

publbdiW which it received resulted in a period of acute arensss 

of his principles ammg biological research workers. During this 

period it Was realised that genetic factors are concerned in the 

d.velolaent of spontaneous boiwa of the mouse. The first 

observation pertinent to stndiea on the inheritance of cancer was 

that t*nu's appeared to be endemic In certain mouse colonies, and 

often more specifically within certain breeding cages of these 

ao1(qdes, In the latter part of the nineteenth century and the 

early years of the t.snti.th  there ware * large zus*ber of scattered 

observations which resulted firstly in the development of a theory 

of a parasitic origin of cancer. This was followed bly the realisat.' 

ton that hereditary tran*isston woe to a great extent responsible 

for the oo-oaUod mdmLo ocCurrence of cancer among an1ls. 

(P.k1* (1905, 191].); )ftcheslia (19(6); Baabfcrd (190%, 1909b); 

Loeb (1907-8)j Qey].ord (1906); Vvw (1909)). 

Little (1941) in a general review of this wort YAp to the 

1920's states four molu conclusions which emerged at this tines' 

Cancer occurred more freqcentiy in some strain, than in 

others; 

Theee differences were ust*lly SpAntained in succeeding 

generations; 



3, There *e evidence of some epeaificitr of site of twoure, 

which could be fixed to a considerable degree within a strain; 

4. There tended to be a characteristic mean age at which tumours 

of a given site occurred in each strain. 

Prel 4 tnry Annh for  NAWSUM 

The realisation of the possibility at tumour inheritance 

led to an attempt to isolate the genetic factors responsible. 

Slye (1913.1937 quoted by Boston 1945) started from the concept that 

'tumours' could all be grouped as a single recessive character, but 

this wes not upheld by Lathrop & Lamb (1933) who shoved that different 

eons. families had characteristic ty'pee of tumour. Large and exhaustive 

experiments were done mainly by Little & Tyuer (1931) and t&ttla (1920) 

on the Inheritance of suaoeptibi1i to a transplantable 	our. 

Ott the bests of their results they cousiderad the merits of the two 

than opposing theories of blending versus asodelien inheritance and 

eoncled.d that their results were consistent with a theory of multiple 

mendelian factors which required to eoedst to produce ousoeptibiltt. 

Most of the work of this period we done with transplantable 

ture and l3jtthsr (1935) in a review of the subject up to that time 

reached the following main conclusions,. 

Segregation of tumour factors has been detrated; 

Mutational, changes my take place in the  genetic constitution 

of the tumour inoculated; 

3, Data showing se Wags of auao.pt&bi1ttr factors and also 

ltnlmge with colour characters have been obtained; 
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4* Susceptibility or nor.-ouscepUbilitr to grafts of trans.. 

planted ttaon' tissue is dependent on the relationship existing 

between the host and the tumour can. 

tbfortnnately this early work wea largely done on a 

ruab.r of outbred stocks of mice and without the precautions now 

knowo to be msaeseazy, such as the standardisation of The taolmiquea 

used  and the use of sufficiently large .xperinental and control 

groups. But Bittoer' e general conclusions remt4n valid. 

Of In)red line. 

An early realteation of the difficulties involved in the 

attempt to apply mendel4 n analysis to cancer inheritance lad to 

dJ.ecatiefaettan with the 	rt"tal r*tmrisl available. The 

increasing collection and analysts of data showed clearly that the 

genetic sit*ttem wea complex and difficult to explain. In an 

attempt to siapli4 the  eitmtiem Little (1909) developed a nunbsr 

Of inbred lines, so that these o'i$,x  genetic situations could be 

examined on a uniform background. This proved to be an .zta"eme]y 

important developseut, the value of which could be better appreciated 

as more knowledge acotaulatad both in cancer genetics and In genetics 

Prcsrssa in Canoer Genetics. 

The steadily increasing importance attached to cancer 

research work gay, added impetus to an already rapidly developing 

subject. Up to the  present time genettoul research on cancer has 

Progressed along three eain 14nes. 



71M. MVIAET  -7-717.71 

This line of research is highly complex both tecimicofly 

and faof11y,  The general signifi'*nce of transplantation ottalios 

has been considered by Gorer (1948) to has- 

Tusour Uw=Plmto con be used to show the antigenic basin 

of tmnsplantation lammitiy in general; 

It in believed that .11 aww&U (end possibly eons other 

gro*.) an highly polyaorphto for histocoapsttbtlity genes. 

Serological Ptwiov,  show that t'uso*ue aw kill an nx'tMa l 

in spite of antigonto differences between the host end the tusot*. 

Sons antigens are weak, and rarely elicit an effective defensive 

reaction. (]snstio .tz1ies on UvmpUnimttian we therefore not a 

oanpletel3r accurate Indication of antigante structure. 

?iaourn usdargo sam antigente amplification during trans.. 

plantation. It in probable that one or two antigens increase in 

asoM and croisi out the others. 

Malignant ows appear to exert a depressive action on 

the defences of the host. 

At the present tins those points aWl provide the  aim 

foci of research in this field. 

4J MT TTHN 

In the some mW different tsaoore occur apontsneously 

and those alosely reesabie in aini mWs those occurring in man; this 

tact acoowits for the popularitir of the souse as an .xperisental animal 

for this work. Th.ie spontaneous none. tiaouz's may 000iw at OW tine 

after an age of about five months. In outbred stocks the probabili 
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of developing axW kLn 3C 	ir is I4ghljr variable between 

4,ivllvjdusls of the sane popu3atton. bit in inbred steins there 

ii oonsiderab]1 sad prediotebiz imiforalty in the insidens. of 

kMMM taswe in &tW given established strain in a kns4* laboratory. 

This P"Perw of MitondlF in the spontansous insidenae,  of kwin 

tumours is vary vidly used. It in important to rate that the  t*aour 

dev.loia.nt rats is Influenced tr the general mort&Ufq rate in the 

steak, sinae if mv ados die free other isusea fever aen die from 

cancer. Thus Us general nsrta1it of each etook suet be considered 

in OW ocinperisan of cancer rates between stooks, 

(a) Iadncticw at r t0U1 

Taotws 'which arise opmUmummly owtamrVLy ocotu' at an 

advanced age, and in experimental veric this is a considerable handisap. 

The discovery in the 1920" that tiieot's could be induced br s)ssieel 

substances led to an extensive and frd.tf'ui exploitation of the 

principle Iniol. This is that the zelattve susceptibilities of 

Inbred strains to spontaneous tmmws are peraUel.4 by the emomptib-

MMOM of  the same strains to tumours iziduosd by the sans method; 

with the advantage that these iadns.d tias occur mush serlier end 

IS a higher percentage of the experimental group. Therofore 

144011461 treatments of co'ip1.s drum from different populations 411 

give an imbiased satisats of their mean susceptibilities. 

As ,t the geustical application of this techeiqus has been 

aelaly lta,ttiad to the Inepection at a VOWATOr small. seeber of Inbred 

stains, and some of the possible erosees between thee. These results 

viii be considered In mere detail at a later stage. 



The invastigation of a pbanennwin which La obarseteristia 

of siddls..tao2d age can of itself present a nber of tsabaical 

diffioulties. When this Is ocnbi4 with a frequent inabi1itr to 

diageoss the pressuse or sbs*une at a tumaw a*Ul the azd=3 to dead., and 

the possibiliV that even then only the nez's obvious tiu's will be seen, 

exempt W a smrk.r of considerable experience, the rail ates of the 

problem bsecneo apparent. 

Eperiaental progress in this field is depeznent to * very large 

degree on sea. both of diagnosis sad of .xpsria.ntal Menipilattaft. And  

It is noteworthy that most progress has occurred where these conditions 

are net iLe!. a considerabl, proportion of tine and effort boa been 

expended on rs]ativ.37 few ttw sites. This is not nosessarIly 41*0 

advantageous sine, a concentrated effort on a limited section may well 

prov, the most profitable method at attmokiitg problew of this order at 

ecmp]axit. 

B. Liii TLiouxp. 

Chqoe q-lot 	. 

There are a wide VeriOr of possible tumo= sites but two of 

these have b.en .iad in far greater detail then the rests theme are 

the uesry gland and the Lwag. Twactws of both sites are relatively  

staple to diagnose and can be found in *zte.37 )dgh frequency in certain 

inbred strains But5  vhtst it is possible to diageos. a mewww tumour 

an the living animal br inipsettoit, dissection to n.osssery before even 

the peripheral bmg tiasur can be recognised, and it is n.0.mxy to out 



sections of the whole lung In order to be certain of the complete 

absence of tuso*wa. This advantage of owwary t=ours is offset by 

major 4tsadvantsgsø. The incidenc, of mmmW tsarnws ii United to 

the feenle sax, Is rarely multiple in sreaaiom, and is complex in 

its threshold requirements. That Li, the 4evs1oausnt of emmeary 

t&aoure in the mouse Is thf]sno.d by the genetic constitution of the 

iiiidusl, hormosal stimulation, a mor tmour agent which is 

u.Uy tsanittd through the milk, sal also by other subsidiary 

enviroraental faetors. On ths other land, the only major environ. 

mental variables bom to have an effect on lasg tusoure are 

restriction of diet, and the application of certain carcinogens. 

In addition, induced bmg  aours are multiple in expression and the 

wabsr of Uaour nodules present in each tndividi*1 can be acowatmly 

coonted, This provides a rena of acasuring qwintitativs]y the 

suaoeptibt]it4y of an individual, and it thus opens out mW lines of 

inquiry which oa'u,t be followed when sumoopUbiUltr is measured as an 

a3ornane character recognised only by, the presence or absence of a 

tusour, as is the qase, for instance, with re.pectb mm. 	ttuotws. 

Per these cogent reasons there has bean rather more geneticsl wwk done 

on l*mg tins than on t.aows of aq other site. 

1I14stolov and. 

The his to1oi of Induced ltmg tusoure, which baa been most 

aersfu]iy etndied, is straightforward, and all workers in this field are 

in agreement. The tiourv induced are primary pu]aocsry sd'om.,, sal 

that both the induced and spontaneous pil*ixwry 	tue arise In a similar 



fashion is generally accepted. (See especially Orr (1947*, b) and 

NDetofi & Larsen (1951). 

}ovever there has been a good deal of controversy concerning 

the histopathog.n.ais of these tiacure. The work has been reviewed by 

)ioetofi and Larsen (1951) end can be considered as two opposing schools 

Of thought those who support an origin for 1*m9 tumours in broziehiojir 

sells (Livingood (1896), Jobling (1910), Magnum (1939)0  and Orr (1947*, b)) 

as opposed to those who support an alveolar origin for the 1wg tumours 

(1sser (1907.8)0  Slye, Moines, & Wells (1914), ?urth & Fin'th (1938), 

0spbeU (1937), )4aDonald & Woodhouse (1942)0  Grady & Stt (1940)). 

confirmed Grady and Stmrt and opposed (hr. In a 

detailed and careful study of the jultatton, deve].opaent and growth 

of the ttacure they conclude that the origin of the puinonery tinoiws 

fran the alveolar cells is clearly indicated by the presence in these 

cells of nitotic figures which are completely absent in bronchial and 

beonohto1e,r epitheltum. They also concluded that pnsiacnia and 

venous related inf]atory reactions played no significant role in 

the develolaent of these tiaoius. 

(a) mIeI4n' setJq. 

The first major contribution to the study of the geneticn 

Of lucg twicin's was made by 4wh  in 14 when she discovered that 

genetic factors we important in the incidence at these tumours. 

This work continued through a long series of papers (14494o) in 

which she reported the discovery of the artificial induction of ].aig 



tiaotws by coal tar and its derivatives, and found that genetic 

difforenees were ispOrtant not only in controlling the presence or 

absence of the taoure but also in aontroUtig the nunber of trmour 

modules per Sndividial. 

The next es4oz' devcloiaent cenaist*I at an oxa inatton of 

Us results at testing Inbred lines and the crosses between thei. 

It Was begun by  Ijnch (see above)j and then developed by Bitter 

and Little (1937); Bittoer (1938); Laleryont (1938,bj 1940); 

Ilseton (1940); Coven (1950) and tisdysdey (195811960). 

The factual results of these experiments my be srisad 

as follows, When the pez'ental inbred lines differed widely in 

ussepttbt1ttr the Fj tended to be intermediate in 61Moept&bi1t1; 

beokoroeses were Intermediate b.tm.n the F1 and the inbred perent; 

OW the  F2 generations spenned most of  the rnnge between the Parent 

strains although the means of the PI and P2 generation, were not 

necesari]y *lai3ar. When on the other bend the rarent inbred 

lines were not vaT different in suacepttbUit, and were crossed to 

-' other, or to different mare extreme lines, the general relation-

ship of the different Tj's to each other we not neoesasrt]y predictable. 

The genetic interpretation of these results differed widely 

between inuttgatora, Irnoh (1940) concluded that a single aendelien 

factor was concerned. Wtther and Little (1937) concluded that one or 

more dominant factors were probably involvd, but later Bittoer (1938) 

concluded that there was a single deint wl.]3.an gene. Azidervont 

(1930e,b; 1940)  agreed that sumptibilitr was Wwrited in a dt'nt 

manner but considered that modifying factor. were Involved. Coven (1950) 



wee In accord with AzxIez'vcnt but also postulated the possibiUJV of 

gene interaction, incoeplete ponotrence, and variable epr'easiviir. 

Keaton (1940) on the other hand stated that bin data failed to rnqport 

a one factor theory of inheritance and tended to support a theo:7 of 

notion bV *sltLpl. f&ctors. I4ndyed.v (1958; 1960) refrained free 

stating mw genotical conclusions, 

The next edanoe followed 'the recognition bV AzKIez'vont 

(1938a) and Keaton (1942a) that .u.oeptibUity to bmg tusours Is a 

character coutroUed sultiple genetic factors, which shows all 

degree, of expression. lisetca (1942a) aesauz'ed the degree of 

expression bgr Um aedat (a) the nusber of nodules produosd, and 

(b) the length of the latent period required before taburs develop; 

sal these esUsda gave parallel result.. In this experinent Keaton 

used two inbred strains, A whisk is highly susceptible, and L which I. 

highly resistant; he sIso used the Fj between those tm inbred stains, 

the F2v  and the beokaross.§ of the F3. to the tw parent strains. All 

aniaais were given a standard treateent of 1 injection of OJeg. of 

1.2.5,6.djbenssntraoene at eight weeks of age. Groups  of nice free 

each genetic type were killed .t defin in ed tervals of Mmafter the 

injection, end the nusber of nodules, per indivtdt*1 brig ootiztad, The 

results of this .q*rI*ent vere that the F, we Intereediate between 

the Wo extreme inbreds, although nearer to the high A line; the 72  
Was more truly SJItSXnSdIAtS and the beckarosses of the Yl to each 

parent were nearer to the baolcoross parentt Mat is, Ui..e result. 

agreed 1otuuil4 with those previously discussed. Keaton conclaled 

from the results of this experiment thats- 



The results of both mettwda *=fit* the conclusion tot, genetloel 

and onvircontal factors are ooncernedj 

Tbet tbe results of both methods o3aar] sbew that genetical 

&stors jnf1n1tg su.aoptibili are multiple in umber; 

There is eidenee in oosition to the poeaihlliW that there is 

one no4or  factor plus aodif7ing feetorsj 

The rough .aUats of the mSniza number of suea.pttbUtty factors 

tV which strain A and atastn L differ is tour pairs, and it Is pointed 

out that there are probably merej 

5, at the total sarianca in summompUbilily of the kn generation, as 

measured 1W the usaber of tsa*w nodule., it we estimated that 

approd*ateZ7 $ was dun to genetic factors end 14% to 	'€snetie 

factors. 

In a similar, but less extensive aqeria.nt Heston (1942b) 

etsatiad the inoideoce of spontaneous tsn1a  and drew the esmo niis 

conclusions. 

(b) Linke. 

The possibility of Vw mcistence of tii*pigs botzmen susoaptib.. 

i1.tty factors and visible mutant genes has been investigated in some 

detail,main' ybV Hasten and his oo..mrkers* Mw work on linkage 

between susceptibility and usoim visible mutants was b.gsrn 1W Hasten 

(1940) as a aorollaay to an investigation of lung tsnsr euacepttbilit. 

In Inbred It 	and the erosses beet then. The lines bsing invest.. 

igated carried different srrs7s of ee]aur genes and Hasten argued that if 

for Intense he arosued strain L which I. homeygoua for reo..eivr. leaden 



and 1*0 ft lOW a*oipti1i1it, with attain A which is hosoqgous for 

Vas datwint A3&tpe allele aa*1 has a high suscepibUitr, then U 

there wns linkage betteen 1g ti,ur a 	ttbUtt and the leaden 

lOcus, in the beakeroas to the  L str!aS.n, the high san"ptibilitV fins 

A mtald case in with the i4i1.sp *11.1. and thee give a Fsighar 

pereentags incidence asang the heteres'goua lecdezt (+ln) than in the 

haoqgoua leaden (1le). On this *01* he aonsidsxed that the ti,, 
goose tested at that time leaden, dilute, spottjng, 1i.ght.bellj.d 

agotiti, and brawn ware not linked with 3.img tuftw euso.ptibi1i't, 

I*ter, however, Keaton (1957), sridng the remits of 

W 3stsr varic in this field (1940, 3944 1942, 194010  3949, 1951, 3952, 

3953, 1955), 0000  that  these stedies have lad to the discovery at 

aaeoaiatons bssen visible known genes and the occurrence of iwig 

tiacurs, probably as true 1tikege in ease asses whereas in others it 

Is an effect of the gene itself. At present sight visible genes in six 

different 1tylksgs groups have been idenU.fi.d in this way. It is not 

y,t possible to islets known genes to known positions on a given some 

ebroaoaess sz*1 the genetie linkage eap is that generally used, hence the 

need to refer not to chrasoeceas as Heston Ma done but to linkage grota. 

Ot these mutants lethal ye]3ov, flexediteil, obese, and possibly bair3aaa, 

appear theesalves to Influence suae.pttbU.ttrj and shaker2, wneed-2 

OW vestigial tail in linkage group VU, together with Fused in group 

IX are presusod to show linkage with 1ag 	susaeptibi1i. In 
addjt&o pink-eye, Csx'acul and Dinn% spotting, as well as the or1gt1 

five, have been food to be without apparent effect. 13wdstte (1952) in 

& similar .zpezlaent olnded that resietonee to bag taaows was linked 



to sbakeru.2 and waved-2 but not to flexed-tail, but since his 

olaaaifioation is doubtful it is not possible to eosr*re his result. 

with Heston's. 

Careful analysis of Hoston' s publications (1940.1959) reveals 

a zu*bor of points that merit further consideration in an evaluation 

of this work. 

All aethoda of testing for linkage are designed specifically for 

testing mutants known to have good single factor mende1tn segregation 

ratios. However it is possible to use this approach with genes that 

do not ease into the simple l4endelian category in certain restricted 

circumstances that are more fully discussed below. 

It sight be possible to uttliae this kind of test for recording 

the presence or absence of part of a multiple gene array within a 

given linlap group, but it would be necessary to teat against a 

number of genes of known position and interaction distributed at 

aU intervals along the length of the linkage group. Heston 

alaoet did this with the wevo4-29  eh.kez'.2, vestigialtsii group in 

linkage group VII, but since wnved4 and sha3er.2 were investigated 

In 1941 in a quite separate experiment from that in which vestigial 

tail was investigated (1953) and the genetic background of the mutant 

stocks used wea different, his argument based on a joint consideration 

of the results of these Wo experiments cannot really be taken as valid. 

Where one allele at a multiple locus gives an effect and not others 

than this is likely to indicate a gene effect per se. Heaton has shown 

this for lethal 70110w (1940, 1942o). 



4. S1t1.ar3 idiare one mutant In a 1in1gs group produces an effect, 

and no other's In the usc group and close to it do, then this also 

is likely to indicate a gene effect per a.. This would appear to 

apply to bairless in linicege group III (Heaton & Deriziger 1949). 

In the.e three instenoe Heston has clearly ez91sn.d his 

own results but has not followed up the applications of his finding.. 

For instance, it would be instructive and relatively efficient to scke 

acre tests, using a ht''c'ge group containing ng a.vere1 marker genes, to 

detect the presence or abeenoe at a euac.ptibilit' factor within that 

linkage group as a whole, rather thin investigating several tmijnkad 

mutants. In addition he his not considered the existence of genetic 

bsokgroucd effects in the Interpretation of his linkage results. That 

is he has not taken Into accoont the fact that euaceptibilitjy factors 

sq be present on other cbx'cao.oaes than the one with which he is 

tsadiate27 concerned and th.r.tG' influence the segregation results 

obtained. Therefore negative results are not neassmarDLY meard.g0u1 

under the conditions of Boston's experiments. 

In eary it would appear that Reston 'e conclusions are 

valid but of a somewhat limited interest. This caneiderebla amrnrnt 

of work has rather laboriously confirmed the multifactortal nature 

of the tnh,rtt.noe of a — 	IF which Heston bimee].? (1942*) 

W already established. The most Interesting aspect may be that 

as it has been possible to detect direct segregations bebieen 

susceptible and non-eeeoeptible ani.le in these experiments, the 

amber at segregating 1o4 in arq we beeherosa may be rather low. 

(C) The site 21  gene action 

More recently a third approach to lizig baow genetics his 



been tried. This began with the voric of Reston and Dunn (1951) who 

considered that it should be possible to discover the site of action 

of the genes responsible for the production of lung tiaoura tV trans. 

planting lung tissue from two inbred strains differing in aueeeptibihtt, 

into a ocemon host where the systemic influences would be sqta.1. This 

is possible when the host is the F1 1brid between the two inbred strains. 

rAmg fragments frosa each of the inbred strains can then be transplanted 

separately Into the two hind legs of an P1  host, allowed to become 

egtab]jehed there, and the host than treated with a suitable carcinogen. 

Then if gene action ra loonlised in the lung tissue itself 

tunour devlopaent in the transplants should be gov.'rned by the genot'pe 

of the transplants. 1ternattv.ly, U the gene action were systemic, 

ttur deve].opasnt of the transplants from two different sources should. 

be  governed by the genope of the host. 

It wea found that the characteristic wide difference in degree 

of sumooptibiliir between the two strains tested, persisted when tissues 

of each of the two stains were surviving In a ceemora PI beet. Heston 

and Dunn canslizied that this indicated that the action of most of the 

euaoeptibi1ity genes br which the two strains differ is confined to 

lung tissue. 

In a similar experiment .*piro and Kirsehbatmz (1951) using 

two different straing lied comparable results and concluded likewise that 

euso.pt&bultt' and resistance are intrinsic properties of the lung tissue, 

and are not determined tV the host. 

In 3957 Reston. and Steffee confirmed that most of the difference 

In degree of genetic eusoept&bilitr to limg tuno*w formation is so fixed 



JA the adult hag that it is not altered th.n transplanted to an 

Met. The)' also extended this observation to include foetal lung 

tissue. 

C. Present Ipesttation. 

The 'tn conclusion that emerges from a consideration of 

cancer genetics in general, and from lung cancer genetics in 

particular, is the relative failure of methods of aendelis't 

to solve the problems involved. It is somewhat mm-prising 

that Iea ton 'a (19429)  work demonstrating clearly the aultttaotori*1 

nature of lung t*ur susaeptibilitr has not led to an early 

Investigation on this basis. The nature of aultifactorlal 

inheritanc, is such that it involves a amber of genes indtvidi*1]y 

of relatively snaU effect and each basically of a RendaIRi% t'pe. 

But the segregation of an individual locus is usually blurred by  

the simultaneous segregation of the nary other hoot involved in the 

expression of the character. This together with interactions that 

=W exist between arq loot, am with  the anvirozaent, results in a 

oont&nuti.a distribution of the character involved over its whole 

range, rather than the discrete distribution characteristic of major 

mend.l4ui genes. The study of these aonttusly distributed or 

quantitative characters has been extensively developed theoretically, 

and now practically, with ref arenas in particular to anJm3 breeding. 

It is the object of this thesis to apply thee, methods of quantitative 

genetics to the problem of inheritance of suscoptibililq to induced 

lung tusours in mice, duo. from the foregoing review of the literature 



this is the most promising line of investigation. 

(a) ReJ&Hn importencg of h.rdtt and envlrommzit. 

The main object of this investigation was to d.terdne 

Us relative iiiportsnne of hsreditr and environment as causes of 

the differences of t*in' amber between SMtv14'*le of a 

genattcall7 heterogeneous, or zandom.br.d, strain. Tbw observed 

total variance so measured on inch a strain in the pbsnotrge 

variance (Vp) which mey be subdivided into its two principal 

the genetic vrianeo (V(j) end the n*i.genettc, nc'illy 

vn as the envirameents]., variance (E)J  se that Vp Is VG + VE. 

Then the ratio of the genetic to the total variano. 1.0, Yp 

meun'.,s the relative importance of genetic differences between the 

individnele in determining the differences of tumour number between 

Ow. This pU'ttUCnIIng of the variance am be mode if a group of 

geneticeW homoqgoue Individuals in avai]*ble, ench as the F, of a 

crone between ldghiy inbred lines. The variation among these, which 

ocatsine no genetic c*ponent, provides a measure of the nonigene tic 

variation, and if this can be aaed to represent the noni.genetic 

variation in the non.-inbred stain, an estimate of the genetic 

variance can be obtained bly subtraction. This approach resolves 

the main problem in outlines lloiver the genetic variance can be 

subdivided into an additive component (VA)  which is chiefly responsible 

for the resemblance between relatives, and the remothder or nono 

additive component (v), which arises mawLy fran dom ii end from 

Interaction between loot. So that now the !*rtiUoning of the 



phexaot*ipie variance my be expressed as 

VP = ''A • NA 4 VS 

In the came way that the ratio of the genetic to the 

total variance V(1/U,  measures the relative importance of genetic 

differences between i!Idividtale in determining the differenees of 

t=our umber between then, so the ratio of the additive genetic 

to the total variance VA/VP t... the barttabili1y, measures the 

extent to which differences of tiacur amber are aoti*Uy an 

mitted from parents to offspring. That is the estimation of the 

herite.biltt*r provides a *y of )aw4ng the proportion of the total 

degree of genetic determination which is additive in nature. 

Such a heritahi2itp estimate of a character is obtained from direct 

meaeureient of the resemblance between relatives in an outbeed 

population. There are several *ym in which this can be done, 

for instance tr a sib correlation ans1rais or a parent offspring 

regression. There are a umber of factors to be considered in 

choosing the most appropriate method and these will be more 

euitab37 discussed at a later stage. Then once the heritabili* 

and thus the additive component are known the non..additive component 

can be estimated 1r the difference between 	and 4. It is on1 
VP 

In the absence of any of these genetic ccspleities which give rise 

to non-additive variance, that heritabilitr estimates will he 

equivalent to the degree of genetic determination. 

It ma hoped that the tmmio information th*a g,1ied  about 



the **tUl!e of the Inheritance of .uo.pttbi1ity to thduaed bog 

ttotwe would enable the merit of further Investigation along  

these lines to be e.l*ted, 



The same general experimental procedure we used in all the 

genetical experiments. This procedure is first described in outline 

and then discussed in detail. 

An intraaporitonea1 injection of a standard dose of 0.1cc 

of a 10% aqueous solution of urethan e was given to weanhing mice at 

three weeks of age followed by a similar administration of O.28oc of 

the Uret)*n solution at nine weeks of age, All mice were vaccinated 

against ectromelia. immediately following the three weeks injection of 

urethane; the was were separated and the mice caged in groups of five. 

Those aninals selected for breeding were removed from these cages and 

mated at twelve to sixteen weeks of age. The mice were weighed at the 

foUowingagesthweeka3,4,6,9,o, 12, 11,2O and 23, At 20 

weeks the tails were measured. At 23 weeks 1  2 days the azi4mt2.s were 

etheriped and autopsied. The 1ags were dissected out end fixed by 

inflation with Fekete's modification of Tellyesnioaky'. Fluid in which 

was suspended fine particles of Indiau ink, The x#*ber of peripheral 

t*aoux modules was counted an the following day. The rest of the major 

body organs were sierftoia1]y exeathed for signs of abnormalities. 

This general procedure is bised on a consideration of previone 

authors' methods of ls* tiiior iadwetian and Us results that they 

obtained. Since in these genettoal experiments * large umber of trtsd 

mice was needed it wee necessary to devise a method of long taour 



induction that would be as efficient and labour saving as possible. 

The relevant points involved are as follows. 

'ethane was chosen as the carcinogen to be used because 

of its ready aoIubU.ttr and ease of adz4nistaatton acabinad with 

relatively few known side effects in aenperison with other bmg 

carcinogens. One of these side effects#  a loitering of the general 

level of resistance to intatton (Coven (1950); Orr (1947*); Rogers 

(1951)), wee partt4,111y guarded against bV vaccinating all snicals 

against ectroaslia at three weeks of age, since two had been an 

outbreak of ectrcae1j in this souse house in 1958. It wee toawi that 

on a combined total of 2000 an1a]s over all the etoaka tested the 

average positive reaction to the vaccination was 90%. This moves 

the absence of latent eotrcaelta viral infection in the tested stocks. 

In addition inspection for superficial f1tt&ea at the time of 

autopsy revealed that 90 of the v'4 ii exudnod were macroscopically 

normally heslty. 

There are sany possible methods of adiniater1ng urethane 

subcutaneous implantation of pellet., bV stomach tube, intranasa drops, 

in solution in the drinking water, and intravenous and intrmporitoneal 

injections all of these have the sane end effect (l1e'i&av & Meyer (1944, 
1945)j Larsen (19); lArsen & Roston (1945); Selbie & T1*okay (1948); 

Coven (lo); Rogers (1951)). The method chosen was intraperitoneal 

injection since this combines ø1aplicitr and accuracy. The urethane 

was made up into a 10% solution with distilled water sine, this was the 

most frequent concentration that had been used and apparent1y gave eati... 

factory result.; this concentration also allowed the doss to be given in 



* reasonable vo11_. The aajor limiting factor for the dose that 

can be given at su 011e time to an individual souse is the anaesthetiø 

effect of urethane. The usual procedure In to give an anaesthetic on 

$ dose per weight basis and for urethane this is O.ime of a 10% 

solution per 10s of ao,s,  body weight* Out there is a certain 

asount of tolerance and generally atee are sb]e to take a somewhat 

bigger dose than this. Therefore alec in these experiments the 

but, of dosage on the weights of the 4-1ridts1s cou]I be atalsading, 

because graded doses would obscure any possible effect of weight 

and/or aLae on susoept&bilt, it seemed mere reasonable to give all 

animals of a given age a standard dose hued an an estimate of their 

avrage weight at that age. Then any efflaoto an sweeptAbilLtV that 

Might be due to other measurable ol*raetera such as weight or siam 

would be r vs ed )' .traightforwmrd analysts of the result.. 

Although most frequently treatment, began at tm months 

Rogers (1951) shoved that yowsg rapidly growing aLoe are auoh more 

responsive to the adon4ri4ueing inf1anoe of uthane than those 

just arriving at meturtt. Rogers' results taken in ocajimotton with 

Klein'. (1954), who shoved that 474q.o3d atee wars,  more susceptible 

than am.-born or than 178 67.old ata seemed to imitcate that there 

was an lnt.raediat. period related to that concerned with ra$4 growth 

which was a period of increased suaoepttbiUtr. It seemed vart&athile 

to utilise this informatio. In addition to the available diverse 

Information on the age of beginning Uwow induction there was also 

disagreement on the number of injections necessary to produce a worth. 

while result. Although Heaton (1959) recommended twelve weekly 



injections this did not appear to be a practical proposition without 

considerable technical help, and therefore it was proposed to adopt a 

method based on the somewhat neglected results of H.nehaw and Meyer 

(1945) who first showed that treateente given with a time lag betueen 

Them resulted in a greater amber of tusours than if re.expoaure were 

prompt. Thus it was decided to give one injection of 0.1cce of the 

10$ urethane solution at three weeks old and a second injection of 

0.28cc, at nine weeks old since this allowed for the mextata amount of 

growth resulting from the first treateent to have taken place ($hiiakin 

& Polieser (1955)) and no for the second treataent to have the 

mzidmi* reinforcing effect (Rogers (1951)). 

The time of autopsy was decided l!q running a pilot experiment 

In which groups of treated mice were autopsied at intervals from four 

months of age onwards to try and discover the time at which a tolerable 

proportion of the population would have a zero t*aoizr count. This was 

necessary because the presence of too meny zero mice would severely 

truncate the distribution of the population and seriously interfere 

with statistical analysts of the data. Thus the time of autopsy was 

to some extent an arbitrary decision. 

The time of cating for anAmel selected for breeding was 

decided firstly, tv the amount of time needed to raise a litter before 

Us time of autopsy, and secondly, bV Klein's results (1954) which 

showed that urt)ane given to pregnant females could affect their 

foetuses trensplscentally, Bryan .t el. (1949) using urethane with 

labelled eerb1 carbon found that in moral mice is ally more than 

90% of this atom from urethane can be accounted for in the respiratory 

carbon dioxid. within 24 hours • And in eddition Skipper at .1. (1951) 



found t&t nethy]an.e 1*bellad urethane behaved similarly so that it in 

likely that all the urethane is eliminated from the body within a fey 

days after injection. Thus it was decided that $$t1u  could safely 

be meted one week after the second injection at nine weeks t., at ten 

vsskn of so but preferably at twelve to sixteen weeks. AU mice were 

weighed at regular intervals since Tannenbame (1940)  shoved that underfed 

animels developed fever tuze, and formed then at & later time; the 

weights provided a cheek on regular growth and also reflected the 

en(a1s general health. Viahalds and Boston (1959) shoved that a 

correlation existed in obesa mice between muscular and skeletal growth 

and liur*g tunoux' suaceptibihtt. Therefore since this information was 

only available after the major eqmri*snta had begun, it was decided to 

UT and get a ___ure,  at skeletal size Sn addition to total body weight. 

Thus at this stage the simplest, although not the most accurate, *easure 

meat to take was that of toil length which could be measured at the 

time of the br.ntveek weight and no relieve the already busy time 

at autopsy. 

The autopsy was married out according to the vell...stabltshed 

method of Boston and most otMrs and is quits itraighttanmrd. Hasten's 

suggestion of the addition of indian ink was found to be most helpful. 

The lung tuaoura are easily identified by eys under thee conditions. 

Because of the general agreenent on the ease of identification of the 

surface lung tunours by inspection, it wee not oi4dered necessary to 

do routine histological eriinatiou. However a soall, maher of lunge 

were eecti"med and the examination of the structure of their 	ws did 

not reveal wW detectable differencs from the findings of stofi and 

Larsen (1951). 
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In dew of the 34*g time lapse before the results of taaour 

induction experiments are kuown the main experimentm imre started an 

Us urnaption that the particular method of Uaou' induction discussed 

above would be eattefastosy. Although in fact the method did prove 

satisfactory it was still of some interest to attempt to .val'ate in 

retrospect the decisions on which it was based. The e pert'nt and 

its results are most suitably considered here, 

In this experiment it was decided to use mice of an F1 cross, 

because of the greater ZitOrmL' of response expected. The particular 

cross to be used was chosen firstly on the basis of a high response to 

the treant used in the main experiment, since this would allow for 

possible 	11er responses to other treante to be measured, and 

secondly for breeding abilttjy. On this baste the chosen arose vu 

JU x A. The ate* available were divided at random into nine treateent 

groups of approximately thirty each. The detail e of these treateente 

are given in the following tables- 

Injection of 0.3*1 

Concentration. 

 10.0% 
 5.0% 
 2.5% 

4, 10.0% 
 5.0% 
 2.5% 

- 

9. 	 -  

Xn.1leetien of 0.25m1 
aiçe. 

Concentration. 

10.0% 
5.0% 
25% 

10.0% 
5.0% 
2.5% 



Apart from these treants the general procedure of this 

MAP r11064% was exactly as used in the main ezpsrimenta. 

prTinkrWrnwr =, 

The results were transformed onto a squsre root scale 

main dy for zmiformitr with later an2yses. The reasons for such a 

transformation wifl be discussed in the amin section an the estimation 

of heritabi1ttr, It does not affect the consideration of the results 

of this experiment. 

The mean with its standard error were calculated for each 

Of the treateent groups and are given in the following tables- able*. 

Concentration Concentration 	3 vks only 	9 wka only 	Expected 	Observed 
3 + 9 vko 	3+9 wks 

- ------------ 	 .14 	- 

10.0% 	3.37 t 0.25 	3.57 t  0,10 	6.94 	5.17 1  0.16 

5.0% 3.24 0.30 2.46 1 0.12 5,70 4.08 	0.14 

2.5% 1.91 1  0.14 1.16 0.33 3.07 2*371 0.12 

An ectra oolusn in this table in of the expected response to double 

treatment if the effete of such treatments are simply additive. It is 

clear in each can, that the response to any two treabaente in significantly 

lass than the ma of the two when each is measured independently and 

significantly greater than either measured separately. This agrees with 

Renshaw & MOM (1945) but is in oontradiatton to Rogers (1951) who states 

'that a second exposure to the substance after a considerable interval 

results In a greater rnabez' of adenoms than if the effects had been 

merely sated.' 



however his own data do not uphold such a conclusion. But in general 

his other results are in agreement with the present findings that the 

mice are more sensitive at three weeks then at nine weeks, that there 

is a regular increase in response with increasing dose of urethane 

within eaoh treatment group, and that the Um treatments are  more 

effective than one treatments These conclusions are demonstrated 

most clearly in Pig. (1) where the results are presented in the fore 

of a graph so that groups receiving equivalent treatment can be Ideno.  

t3.ftad. It is not possible from these results to exp*4g the finding 

by larsen (1946) that using equivalent treatments of 10% and of 2.5% 

urethane solution the 2.5% solution proved twice as effective as the 

10%. 

onc3usiona. 

1. The greatest possible eonoention i.e. 3.0% is the most effective. 

2e Treatment at three weeks is more effective than treatment at nine 

weeks. 

3. Tmataent at three weeks plus treatment at 'thw weeks is better 

than either singly, 
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The mouse population originally chosen for the estimation 

of the heritabiUtV of eune.pttbt]ttq to induced ltmg ttaiouz'e was 

that known in this laboratory as JC • This in * andoza-bred colony 

that was the control population for a selection experinent on litter 

size and Its history has been described elsewhere (Baeen & Falconer 

1960)0 The population at the start at this experiment had been 

a'intainad for thirr generations by m&tLng ten pairs of unrelated 

nice per generation. This gives a theoretical inbreeding coefficient 

of 304but the lack of alteration In litter size acabinad with a low 

intenaLtr of inbreeding over * long period sake it probable that the 

actual inbreeding level Is lover than the theoretical level. 

The tinal choice of design for an experiment to estivate the 

heritabdLlitr of a character La influenced by the need to find a balance 

between a number of thóor.ttcal and practical considerations (A, Robertson 

(1959) P1coner (1960)). In theory in order to design the most efficient 

experinent for obtAining an satiate of herithabilitV it is necessary to 

know the hsritabilit in advance, From this it follows that even a plan 

which can fulfil all other theoretical requirements will nevertheless 

only approte to the beet possible design. In this instance in 

addition, whilst the theoretical considerations led to the conclusion 

that a halfeib analysis would have been the meet suitable, practical 

considerations rendered this design inposaible. These practice], ocasidess.  

ationa vera primarily the  limited  cage apace available, and secondarily 

Us amount of work involved in measurements  The next best approach 
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me to consider *rent.'off.prtng regreseicas, a method which is 

gen.ral]1y more rnd.tehla when the beri'tabtlity is high, and there w.s 

fron ifeston'. (1942*) results sece reason to believe that this might 

be the case, It was not Imciin if it would be possible to use the 

atdi'i*rent - offspring regression in preferenc, to either i*rent 

etug]7 but the eq,eriment was arranged so that either method of analysis 

would be possible. 

Part of the problem in planning bsritabtlitr estimation 

experiments Use in resolving the balance be*ezz the size of the 

individual family against the total ni*ber of families. In this 

exp.rimont ase'ing arbtWsrUy a borttab&1ttr of 35% the optima 

family size for a ..td!.parent regression estimate of heritability *1 

four snd for the singls.perent.' offspring estimate the aptism faai37 

also WNA three. In each cue this ima a reasonable nmeber and the 

main decision concerned the total niaber of fwd U" to be measured 

since this  was  the figure which in this case would *ost influence the 

MMUMOV Of the result obtained. It i*a considered that a sampling 

error of 10% of the heritabt1tr would be reasonable and on this basis 

77 families would be needed for the mtd.ç.rent offspring regression 

and IRO families for the einglawpsrsnt- offspring rep'eseion, The  

final conpr'c.iae resulted in the attempt to collect information on 100 

complete families allowing the porente to rear all their offspring and 

measuring all  of thees offspring, so that for little extra work an 

additional estimate could be mads, of the ful3.-sib correlation. This 

Plan seemed to provide the most worthwhile )*1*'ce between all consider'. 

attona, both theoretical and practical. 



The mean, variance, and standard error of the mean were 

calculated for each sex separately and for the sexes combined, 

(Table 1 

b1FWe7 TT  !I'J !)1jT)( 	 T' T!7 	1fT:1 , 

Untransformed 	 Transformed 

Females 

Al]. 

n H .e. V H e.e. V 

330 3.29 0.3.60 8. 1.57 0.0407 0.79 
354 3.55 0.154 8.44 1.65 0.O462 0.76 

684 3.42 0.310 8.50 1.63. 0.0336 0.77 

The difference between the means of the two sexes was 0.26 1 4.124 
(t = .00166 P = 0.9). On this beets it was asetasod that there was 

no real difference be,een the sexes with respect to the Induced iwag 

tumour sunospUtility of this nouns population. It may be noted that 

in each group the variance was considerably larger than the mean, 

This was reflected further in the frequency distribution of number of 

micae plotted against nmiber of tassoure per mouse. (Fig,2) • This 

distribution which ranged from nought to taient0! tumours per mouse was 

mer)c,d37 skewed, as an overall mean of 3.42 would imply. Therefore 

It was decided to transform the raw data so that further statistical 

analysis could be made. This wan necessary because the scale trans.  

formation can be expected to eqi*liee the variance and render it 

Independent of the mean, which is essential for comparison of the 
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variances of the F1'n arid outbrede. And In addition the analysis of 

variance assumes oque.1LIF of variances within groups. Although this 

we not very important it ..emed beet to do all the n1ysss with the 

transformed data, 1qualitr of variance in a propor'tr of a distribution 

that is normal and o7 trical. Such a normal distribution my be 

converted into probite, which are =its of standard deviation plus 

five, and this transforms cumulative percentages no that the curve 

of a normal distribution forms a straight line. Thus the production 

of a straight line plot against probita is a teat for normality. 

In this experiment a straight line '.*a obtained when probita were 

plotted against the square root of the nt*ber of tiaoiwe (rig. .3). 
Therefore a transformation to a square root scale **itteyea the 

desired normal distribution. 

The means, variances and standard errors were then 

recalculated (see Table 1) and the difference between the means of 

the two sexes was 0.0831.241 (t' .000175 and? 0  0.9)0 

An analysis of variance was done within and betsen litters 

ona total ot79ltttersofa moan litter sinsof6.56. Thin 

analysis gave an estimate of the within litter component of variance 
(52 aa C6592 and the between litter component of variance c, 2 as 

0.3658, with an F value of 2.825 (1) 0.001), From these vales we 

calculated t the tntramc]aso correlation, where t 
0'  '.

T'2 0.218 0.04.39 

and thus from the relationship 2t = h2  a preliminary estimate of 43.6%9.l8 

was obtained for the heritabiliW of nuseepttbtlit, to induced ]inig tawwo 

In this pepulattan. 
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The regression first conputed was of the neen value ox 

the offspring on their mid..parental Talus (Fig. 4), 	hie gives 

.qual weight to all teethes irrespective of the nueber in the fwtii37 

and therefore does not mlm full use of all the thforestiomi. The 

correct weight to give to families of different ates can be deduced 

from a knowledge of the thta.claae correlation and the regression to 

be estimated. (Kempthorne & Tendon 1953). Thees weighting factors 

were used in a modified fore (Falconer, in press) and the regressions 

recalculated. The results are given in Table 2. 

frri ! 	 w 

Generation 1 	.287 ± .134 	<.05 	.295 ,(173 	.001 
02 

Gpn 	•4i1 .15. 	< .01 	.348 	 .001 
> .001 

oo1ed 
within enor- 	.354 1  .096 	.001 	.323 1 .051 	.001 
at3.on 

lthotk in this lnatane it sea be seen that ware is no real 

difference between the two e.te of calculations, it OW  also be noted that 

there is no real difference between the two generations in either vet of 

calculations. For a mid-parent - offspring regression the regresion 

coefficient is direatIr equal to the h.rttsbtlitj)', which in this case can 

be taken as the pooled within generation weighted value of 32.3% 5.1$. 

Weighted regressions were also erA.1au]*trnd for tamale offeprin, 
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mole offspring and all offspring combined on each parent separately 

(Table 3). All the regressions of offspring on darn were in good 

agreement with each other, melding between generations'  and in 

overall agreement with the regressions on the sire. However it may 

be seen that the regressions of offspring on their sires fluctuated 

widely from generation I. to generation 2 and although in each instance 

the difference Is significant it would not appear to be of much 

consistent importance. 	The general reliability of these estimates 

may be further gauged by converting these regression values to 

heritabilitq estimates, when for a single parent h2  = 2b, and then 

comparing these estimates of heritability with those obtained by the 

aid.psr.nt regression and from the intra.c]ass correlation. Except 

for the regression of male offspring on sire the agreement is remarkably 

good and it is most reasonable to aaamae that the one major deviant is 

due to chance. 

The average weights of the males and females separately at 

different ages and within generations were øalculated and plotted. 

(Fig. 5). There is surprisingly little difference between the generations 

in either sex. 

The following regressions were then ealoulated as estimates of 

the influence of body weight on the amber of tizomu'e developeds the 

regression of tumour amber on weight at three weeks and at nine weeks 

in females, and on weight at three, nine, and  twenty weeks in males. 

In addition the regression of tumour amber on tail length at twenty 

weeks we calculated in the males, as an estimate of the influence of 

linear body daiiqeioa  on tsaour number (Table 4). Multiple regressions 



Dan Sire 

Offsprim 	coffeprtng 	9  + 	offspring offspring 	doffepring 	9 + doffepring 

Regression 	P 	Regression 	P 	Regression 	P R.gresei.m 	P 	Regression 	P 	Regression 	P 

<.0]. <.02 	1 

--- 

Gen. 1. .i.d7..Jfl .C699..C/. .209...0695 .120"+00731 	.1 
>301  

Gen. 2. .i9.81 -1691. 0736- .196t.a5o3 	.001 .390±.105 	.001 ..7136t.]22 	.001 .351.0804 	.001 
C1 

Pooled 
within .17Ot.0511 	.001 .1961.0522 	.001 .190.O452 	.001. (. •1 .167 t-. .337t0618 	.001 18$t0538 	.001 
generat- 
ion 

h2  
within 34.0% 39.2% 36.1% 33.4% 67.4% 37.6% 
generat- 
ion 



t4elght at 3 ics. 	Weight at 9 *a. Tail length at 
Weight at 3 wka. 	Weight at 9 i&a. 	Weight at 20 mks. 	20 vke. 

Regreesica 	P 	Rogreesion 	P Regression 	P 	Reaeion 	P 	Regreaeion 	P 	Regr.aaion 	P 

4   <.70 So 
Original .02341.0561 .0221t.053 .03424.0671 .60 .0231t.039i. .0611t.03T7 	.3.0 parente >.60  .60 

4.05 4.80 <.Q <.10 let gen. -.0842±.0461 .0107-+.03,44 .001 -.0384 .t. 0219 ..0323±.019e .10 -.0152*.0179 	.1 
>. 5 

2i 	gen. 
4,20 

..O5B.o37 .O5 
-.124t.0555 

.6O 
-.017t .0c* .(43±.024 	.30 .0645.O209 .C2 

Pooled 
within .0585i.028o.O149t.(28 .50 ...U9&.CT293 	.001 

4.05  -.0096.0]b4 .00290.0145 .01.24.0137 genrat- 
ton 

;,.0 
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were alao calculated for t&our rubber on twentjr week weight and tail 

length in the males only (Table 5).  And the regression of tail length 

at twenty weeka on tmty week weight and the correlation between these 

two measurements were also calculated for the melee. (Table 6). There Is 

only one significant regression in this group for either sex with respect 

to body weight and tumour mber, although as wee expected there is a 

significant regression of body weight at twenty weeks on tail length at 

went weeks (Falconer 1954). 
- 	 -- 	 - 	 - 	- 	- 	- 	- 

Table 5. liutiple reesot 24  20 wk.wt, and ku 
]gth in 	 p1k. 

20 wk.wt, - tail k%th  

Multiple regression 	40,00304 	-.0039 

let generation ed. .0199 .0177 

• 
P 4C.20 

.,. ----'"., 
>10  

--•t 

.80 
- 

Multiple regression -.0099 .0482 

2nd generation s.d. .C60 

P 
- 

.70 .05 

Multiple regression IM00218 

Pooled within gsner. s.d. .0079 .079 
ation, 

- 
P .20 

--- 	- 	- 
4.20 >10  
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'- T 	Th1.'T:) 

. 

j- -1r 	w.4Ir&'rw 

let generation 	0.468 t  .0614 	.001 	0.415 
2nd generation 	0.523 t .0953 	.001 	0.434 

Pooled within 	0.492 .0616 	.001 	0.423 
generation 

The average litter twines  that is amber of live young fomd at 

birth and at weaning, were calculated for each generation of this IC 

population from the time that it separated from the main stock population, 

and e1ai3ar17 average litter sizes were calcUlated for the adu stock 

population over the ease period. The results are seen In Fig, 6. There 

is certsJ1t17 no depr.eeive offset on fertjUiW as a result of urethane 

treatment and it would seam reasonabla to suppose that the improvement is 

thie to some alteration in the management of the  au3'.00].0n7. Two main 

differences in management, mating at twelve weeks instead of six to 

eight weeks, and pair eating as opposed to harem  mating, probably aoaoimt 

for this difference, 

The pre114ne17 conclusions which may be drawo from this 

experiment are as follows s.- 

In this population there is no an difference with respect to 

susceptibility to indncsd lizg tenoure. 

The be itability wee 32 5 which gives upper and lover confidence 

Units of 22-42%. This is a relatively high inlus in comparison with 
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other characters and therefore it =q be eonob*led that ausaeptibiutt' 

to lung tuotwe is not closely correlated with factors associated with 

fitness. 

The similarity of all the herttabt1i estimates thdiott.e that 

swweptLbLWW to induced lI1%g tucours is little influenced bV it.rns1 

effect.. 

F*rtLWW is apparently not affected bV uret)ni treatment under 

the conditions of thee. experiment.. 

Neither body weight during the period of the .qerimant nor t.1.1 

length at tw,nty weeks have a significant effect on the umber of toiwe 

per mouse under the conditions of this experiment. 



In the interval before the first results of the main 

heritability experiment were known it was decided to sample two 

other populations which were available at that tins, the BC and the RN2  

o that if for instance the JC population should prove unsatisfactory 

for these experiments, one of these other populations might prove a 

suitable alternative, 

20 BC iotu1atiqn. 

4sthod. 

A sample of seven litters from an outbrad population of 

sj,r,d origin, known an BC, was provided by Dr. B.H. Cattanach and 

was treated with ue.t1ws in the standard way. 

Results. 

The now was 4.90 0,779 with a inrisno. at 12.32. 

The frequency distribution s merkedl,y ekewed • (see Jig.?). An 

analysts of variance within and between litters, on *ttranatored 

data, gave an F value of 1.51 (i (0.05). 

It was concluded that this population was  not sufficiently 

different from the JC population to merit more detailed investigation. 

IM 2 P22UI4tioD. 

Hstd. 

A samplS,  of seven litters from the P2  of a cross between 

two selected large strains, RCL x NI', was provided by Dr. .1.A. Nowsan. 

These mice were treated in the uet*1 way with nathan.. 
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The mean of this group we 12.7 Z 0.467 with a vrtcnce 

of 81.610  The frequency distribution appeared very broadly based 

and not skewed. (as. Fig.8). M analysis of variance within aM 

betwen litter., on tmtraustormed data, gave an F value of 3.64 
( ) 

 

0-025) eM from this on the basis of four mice per litter the 

jrtas correlation was .q**1 to 0.40 0.219 and the beritabt1t1 

to 80%&44%, 

gonolion. 

It was concluded that this population merited further 

investigation. 

The original RN2  population sampled consisted of an P2 
OrONN 

between two lines selected for large size i.e. ROL and IF. In the 

interval at i*itlng for the results the RN2 population was no longer 

available, and the nearest etook wen used instead. This stock me 

also of large mice to which RN bad contributed half of the anne. try. 

£M1.e were provided trot this population, laioimi as X, by Dr. R.C. 

Roberts, 

Msthd. 

Ccmeidering the time and Mace available it was decided to 

use a different .*riaenta1 design from that used in the main hnrit 

abilitr experiment. This was also Used on consideration of the  results 

Of the first  mAll  TtN2 sample which indicated that the heritahUttr might 

be expected to be relatively htgii. Therefore here it was decided to take 

*rbitrari]y thir.tive fnhl.eib groups, each group being of four 
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individa1e, and to calculate the heritabilitV on this beats. It 

was later deaidsd to take a second generation of n4milai' ete. 

seu1t.. 

As far as possible thee, results were analysed on a datlar 

plan to the 'tfn )iertMhilir e,ertment. no mpn variance, and 

standard error of the mean were calculated for each sex aepaxat.iy 

and for the sexes combined, (Table 7) 

W) •t'I.' f'W- 
FT W.4f 

Tbtranetoraed 

U 	14 	i.e. 	V 

Transformed 

Femelce 	123 8.35 0.640 50.42 
vales 	326 8.22 0.653 53.79 
All 	249 8.18 0.457 51.92 

2.53 0.331 2.11 

2.50 0.124 1.93 

2.52 0,0853 3.81 

The difference between the means of the two sexes wee 0.07 10.21. 

The frequency distribution of n*ab.r of atee against umber of ttaours 

per mouse we plotted and the distribution ranged from nought to 

thir.five (1U.9. All those resulte were similar to the previous 

findings in the JC population, in  that  the  mien ms low, the variance 

was considerably larger then the mean and the f equsnoy distribution 

wes maxqcedly skewed. The tzanstotian to square roots In this 

instanc, too gave a good fit to * straight line in a plot against 

probit.. (Pig. 10) • The means, variances and st.rilard errors were then 

recalculated (Table 7) and the difference beWsen the mains of the two 

sexes we 043 1 2.01. 
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An ena3ete of va'ianoe was done within and beWeen litters 

Oft a total of eiz'ssven litters of a mean litter also of 3,72. 

This analysis gave an estimate of the within litter component of 

variance c 2  as 1.38 aM of the between litter component of variance 

as 0.435, with anlvalue of 2.17 (p> 0.1%). From these values 

wan caloulated t, the intxa.olase correlation, which was here equal to 

0.240 t  0.0688 and thus the heritabilLIV was equal to hLO% £ 13.8%. 

Thin estimate although imprecis, because of the sm3l numbers of 

n41R measnad, appears not dissimilar to the equivalent estimate 

obtained from the JO population, 

The regression of offspring an y*rente was measured 

firstly as before on *mwstghtnd datap  and this gave direetay an 

estimate of the heritability of 60,1% 1  20,1%. Then the regrennien 

was repeated as previously explained using weighted data, end this 

gave a more accurate answer as 58,4% 1 109654 ioth of these figures 

are not only significantly higher thea the correspanding values for 

the JO population but they sr's also higher, althOO& not significantly 

no, than the above tuU.eib correlatton. 

The average weights of the males and females at all the  

ages measured weve asinulated and plotted, (Fig.11). The following 

regressions vsi'e then calculated in a similar way to these on the JO 

population, but here for the first generation only's the regressions 

of tumour number on weight at three weeks and at nine weeks in females, 

and on weight at three weeks, nine weeks and twenty weeks in males. 

In addition the regression of tumour number on tail length at twenty 

weeks was calculated in males. Similarly the regression of tail 
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length at twenty weeks on body weight at twentr weeks was also 

calculated for the aalaa. (Table 8). It is Interesting to note 

that in this population too only one of the regressions of ti*our 

nonber an weight and on tail length was significant, and this only 

just. In this population the signifIliuI?%t regression ms positive and 

in the JO population the corresponding regression wee significantly 

negative. 

Cluiin. 

3. The berliabillir of the museeptibilitV to indused 3ug tiacure 

is iigttIf&cantly higher in the LX population than in the JO 

population on the beats of the regression of offspring on at4. 

j*rsnte. L1though there is no difference betiieon the hsritabilitq 

estimates obtained fron the tw populations fron the fuU.slb 

eorrelat&one, and neither midpsrent offspring regression differs 

significantly from its sorresponding fUEI.s1b correlation 

2. 	The higher mem and higher herLtabt1ttr do not appear to be 

correlated with the larger weight or longer tail length of the LX 

nice. 

Tide lack of correlation betwean weight and tail length eM 

ti*our nusbor is in agromment with the findings on the JO nice. 



TablA!. R*eedc of wight MW tail Ith m taour n*ber. 

Tail length at Weight at 3 Ift, J.ight at 9 *a. Weight at 3 *e. 

1W=On 

t 9 Wks. Weight at 20 vks, 	20 ike. 
Reesien P 	reeston P lgrsesion P p P R.eesion P Regression P 

I 	+ 	I 	 .40 	± 	(. 	 <.30 	 I 	+ Original .0485.0454 .30 I,028l.O2% 	.161.0614 	.0415.O345 	,00475 + .0239 .80 00685,O379 .80 Parents 	 30 	 ,.0l 	 20 	
I 

Iz1tiple regression of 20 wk. wt. and tail length at 20 wkS. on tour nonber. 

.0343 

s.d. .0279 	.0442 

F 4.80>70  <.80 >° 
Regression of 20 wk, wt. on tail length 	b = 0.315 1  072 



The basis plan of this experiment has previou6l7 beau 

deseribed. The first pert, the øt&tton of the variense of a 

ganettoei]7 variable population, eones autaentiaaU7 from the data 

osiiected for the estimation of heritability on the JO population 

and viii be taken from those results. In addition coaperetive 

data have also been obtained on the LT population. 

As provionply explained the PwMtit**Jzg of the total 

phenorpie variance of an outbred population requires an estimate 

of the environmental varianc, of a gena4c*137 smsiform population. 

This required separate setimetion, 

The six avatinbie  inbred strains wtftt&I=W in this 

laboratory = 057BL, A, OA, RLU, J1, and IL • vere eross.d in all 

possible coabinattous theleding reciprocals to prodie a range of 

fifteen different crosses end **"W fifteen different imiform 

genc 4Ws • As in the berttabt1itr experiment an attempt vu made to 

plan the experiment to make the aest offWant uas of the facilities 

available, The conclusion ree.oh.d was that if a sampling error of the 
or order of 10% we to be permitted then from the relationship V = i 

appzodaately 420 mice were ned to be split equally among the 

15 crosses and their resiproea]s, i.e. 14 per p'ou. In practice, in 

order to try and ensure having enough animals to autopsy, the aol]aattcn 

of is animals per group we aimed at, Although this we smeceseful in 

general, in some instances the soUsetiom of adeqi*to nnab.rs proved to 



be quite iapoøiible. 

In addition it use later decided to try and collect 

eceiparative also groups of each of the inbrede thsesslvee. 

Result.. 

Anlyejs of 7_2Zo..eI  and ifl!Sd strains. 

As previously .zplsin.d all data lave been transfozd to 

square roots for the purposes of analysis. 0nisone of smtrsns-

famed and transformed seam are given in. Table 9. 

rabla 9. Sn.riitoi at mug 

£1 

ii Transformed 

Overall mean 	11.72 t 0.64 I 2.77 t  .053 

Diff.beWeea 
sea. on 	 0.41 
overall mean. 

flange 	0.914 .l5$ 0.73 ± 0.10 

23.69 1 2.7 4.74 0.30 

12.3 0.36 

3.13 0.40 

25.41Z 1.23 

3.32 t ,099 

The varlamm of each of these genetically miform populations 

was calculated an the i4thths'aell variance, and the results, which give 

indpendent estimates of Yg  the variance due to non-genetic .nvtron. 

mental effects, ax'. U follows s 

calculated from P1ts = 0.515 0.032 

calculated from inbred. = 0.556 1 0.056 

It mW be e.ea that there is no real difference beWeen Mw Wo eatisetme. 



The F1  population was then analysed sore fully. Thu 

was not possible for the thbreds because of the scan nusber of 

groups avai]abi.e for seaauxesent, but the general conclusions of 

the rl  anea7sis will also apply to the inbreda theaselves. 

The first analysis  wade we an hierarchical analysis of 

verianog which enabled a partitioning of the observed variance to be 

sade with respect to certain causal factor., The analysis we wade 

at four levels, between and within crosses, between and within 

reciprocals, between and within astinge, and between end within 

litters. The primary results of the analysis are given in Table 10. 

1L'. LI!Y4 

1. 1. 

Total 522 726.3 1.39 

Between cross.. 14 457.1 32.65 

Within crosses 508 269.2 0.53 

Between reciprocal. 15 14.7 0.98 

Within reciprocals 493 254.5 
- 	- 

0.52 

Between matings 34 47.9 1.41 

Within mating. 
- 	---.------ 

459 
---- 

206.6 0.45 

Between litters 47 

.-..- 

48.6 1.03 

Within litters 412 158.0 0.38 

In this analysis as thus presented the between group eua at squares at 

each level contains cosponenta of variance due to those levels of the 
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analysis which an below,  it, In addition to its asin component of 

variance. (Table ii). 

T3c:an 	 iii' i*iTai 

Between crosses 
	

14 

Between r.oiiwocaia  15  15° + 88.20 02 + 142.80 	256.O5' 

Between vatingo 	3434o2 + 269.,32  cj2 + 234026  a2 

Between litters 	47 47102W  + 176.25 02  

Within litters 	412 412° 

In this table each component is weighted by its am coefficient, estimated 

by the method of Banz'oft & Anderson (1952), which makes allowance for 

the UwqwUiw of sub-class numbers. Each equation is eqial to the 

corresponding observed ma of .qares and is solved accordingly. The 

ymca obtained for each component are given in Table 12. There is 

no valid statistical method of testing thee, components for signifisance. 

However the result obtained seems an inspection to be relatively straight'. 

foriard. That La, that the greater part of the variation is that foaad 

between crosses i.e. tree genetic variance, that there is no difference 

In variance doe to resiprocala, end 'very little between mating.. There 

is a subatmnti.a1 amowit of between litter verianee which might be expect. 



to tholtide maternal anviroxaental efteots and experimental error, 

such as would arise from makiag up solution an different dss. 

The within litter variance is a aesease of nil other error. 

	

CR
2 	

0 	 0 

62 

	

14 	 0* 03 	2.0 

(J 	 0.17 	11.5 

C 2  

	

W 	 040 	26.0 

Total 	1.47 	100.0 

The second pert of the exa3sis considered the estimation 

of the varianc, of lines used as sale pirents, of lines used as f.sala 

pirents, and the variance attributed to interaction between the lines. 

As before the pdasxy analysis is given in Table 13 and than the sub 

division of the ma. of squares into their conponants, Agsin asab 

ecsponnt is weighted bVits own aoeffioient which sakes allowenoe for 

sasqasl subclass unabers. (Table 34), Inspection of the oasponent 

reveals that there is little difference between the variances of lines 



Source 

Total 

Error,  (within reciprocals) 

Between lines as c? perente 

Between lines as g  parent. 

Interaction 

df 38 

522 726.30 1,39 

493 254.50 0.52 

5 166.58 33.32 

5 184.20 36.84 

19 -121.0 6.37 

Between 
lines 	 E 	I 	Cr 	 9 

Between 	5 	5a2 +89.18 + l90742 +435.2802 
lines 	 E 	 9 

Interaction 39 2,9 o2 + 32635 02  19.74   02 - 3975 02 

Error 493 4930 

791945. 	990t pvarnj -q)ttd
ar 9ine ana14. 

Cononent 

62 
Cr 

Act.. nAW 

0283 

I at total 

18.8 

02 .32'? 21.7 

al .382 25,3 

.516 34.2 

Total 	1.508 	100.0 



as sal, or as female parents (?able 15). The sue of the percentage 

values of these components to known as the general eo&i(n4ng abtUt 

and is squiwlent to the overall additive genetic variance. The 

interaction component, which is of greater value than either of the 

parent lines e.psrats3, is a measure of tha special combining abtittO? 

or non-additive genetic variance. The error tare in notably high. 

As a result of finding a high value for special combining 

ability plots were sado in which each strain in turn we taken as the 

common factor of a group of crosses, and the value of theme crosses 

%no plotted against the value of the non'.reourrent parents The 

result, are given in the ?tg.12. The graphs illustrate the tpe 

of genetic effect which each of the inbred lines has had on the lines 

with which it has been crossed. The diagonal passing through the 

origin is a standard against which can be aassiwed the influence of 

the non..recurrant parenta. For instance 057 appears to behave an a 

complets recessive, whilst the A strain appears to exhibit both 

dominance and interaction. The graphs illustrate clearly the 

reality of the special oosb4MTlg ability. 

Following on from the results of the main analyses, both 

Fits and inbredo wore tested for homogeneity of variances of 

tndtvid*1 groups within each population. (Snedeooz 1959). From 

this tent the inbrede gave a  X 2 of 12.42 (P 2-.5%) and the F1  

crosses gave a x 2 of 59.92 (P 7 
The ftndtnt of eiUicnnt he erogeneity of the variance. 

of F11s and of inbrsds east doubt on the validity of the aasueptton 

that VE In the ease in the JC and IX populations as in the mean of 
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all. F1'a. This Led to the plotting of a graph of the standard 

deviation of the Fj'e and tnbreds against their meansil  sinee if a 

re3nttonshtp edstsd between the means and the variances it might 

be expected to show up most clearly as a linear relationship between 

the standard deviation and the mean. The graph indicated that such a 

relationship ód.eted; and also that there was no real difference 

between the inbxede and the crosses, so that they could be considered 

together. (Fig, 13), 

The regression line was than plotted of the standard 

deviation on the seen, the velts of the rogrpm.,ion coefficient b, 
a. _____ + 	 at tIi "1. Ieii. 

wan 0.,9]J, -. 0.03 and this we me significant, but arvurtholoac an 

In indinattan amid ant be imnva. The regression line was than 

fitted to the graph, and had a marked slope even though it had a vide 

range of error. (F16.33). The significance of this is that the hetero. 

gensity of variances, which had been earlier discovered, was du, to 

the e]d.ateno, of a definite re1atto'shtp between the variance and the 

mean &h1ch the square root transfoxtton had not succeeded in removing. 

This is possible even with a good fit to a probit plot since variances 

are psrttct*]ar]y senattiwe to departures from nnrmelt', At this point 

we can consider the effect of these findings on the partitioning of the 

pbsmpic variance into it. components. In all of the f*Uovig 

calculations the Fi's  and inbrede will be ac*bined ethos no real 

difference odsts between then. 

Camoonenta of th.noDiq variance. 

Let us first consider the wtsl approach to this problem, 

and ignore for the moment the inoq*11t of the variance.. Then we can 



MEAN OF FJ 'S + INBREDS 

_____ 	RsgreaaiQn of etandard deviation on 
now at F'e  and tnbr.ds. 
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take the overall withth..eell varianc, of Us 	and inbrede ooabin.d 
and this will brdethUtton give u.aneetinat.afvdin" theee 

QUINSIS are s3.1 gsn.tioaUy 1atf03a. Then we can proceed as fo2iowe. 

For the JO populations 

0,771 

and hero VF 	0.527 

then Vp V 	o.m 0.52? a 0.244 a VG 
And etailarly - 

For the £X popu]ationz.. 

3.810 

VF  z 0.527 

Vp - V * 19810 0.527 a 1,283 a V0  

In Table 26 these figures are compared firstly as the acti*l figures 

and then as percentages of the total. From these results the two 
rsndo..brsd populations differ greatly, and this is reflected in the 

reversal of the corresponding values of v. and V0. 
- 	 - 

AMU Ike 	 Lnot 20 the 
9tIJnd inbr4Q. 

kvtua value I 4ott*1 valt 
Vg 0.527 68.4 0.527 29.1 

V0 0.250 32.4 0.250 13.8 

VTZ 0.277 36.0 0.277 35.3 
V0  0.243 31.6 2.283 70.9 

VA 31.6 54 
VIR 0 12.5 

VP 	0.77 	100.0 	1.81 	100.0 



it, hrnrnvsr, we take into eonsideratlma the relationship 

beb,een the asen SZKI the variance,  it is still possible to tackle 

this ps'oblsm, quite simply ty using this relationship, The graph 

damonstatLng this relationship has been discussed earlier. Since 

for these groups the standard deviation a  to  d E 	the deviation 

ths to envtr#','t, it is possible to obtain a value of the environ-

mental variance for .aeh of the zendom.brsd populations by reading 

off from the regression line on the graph the etsndaxd deviation 

corresponding to seob population mean and squaring it to obtain VZO 

}kving thus obtained values at yE  which will in this ease differ, 

because thI]r are dependent on momw ihiah differ, we sen than lwaseed 

to *rt&tioning the phene'pio varIance as before. 

For the IC populations- 

Vp 	0.771 

From the  regression 0E  for the 70 = 0.570 

refere Vs  a 0.325 
ThonV,'.V = o.7710.325 - 0.41,6 

and likewise for the ZX p8pulatton 

VP a 1.810 

0E 	0,660 

VS a 0.436 

VpVEal 81Ou10.436]..374aVo 

As before two figures are compered in tsm of *ot*l figures and 

pereantagea in the Table 17. Xnepectdcn of the.e results ohms that 

for the JO population the results are very different from those of 

the previous calculation, but that there is no signifinent alteration 

In the LX Is* This is simply a reflestion at the fast that the IL 
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Mean in elmm to Fj fs but Us JO aeenias1osetoF1 ebtzttheJc *man isnot. 

Tab]a 7. COMM I&.91 	a1J4vEwiaup tad on 
ts 	fpi 	of itandd dvintiona o 

MtIUr F4 inbred 

At*1 

VE 	 0.325 	42.2 	 0.436 	24.1 

V0 	0.250 	32.5 	 0.250 	13.0 

0.075 	9.7 	 0.186 	10.3 

VG 	 0.445 	57.8 	 1.374 	75.9 

VA 	 32.3 	 58.4 

VNA 	 25.5 	 17.5 

VP 	 0.77 	100.0 	 1.81 	100.0 

These results can now be considered In more detail 

taking each of the sajor oosponent. in t.nii. 

Fir04 V0  v)ttab can itself be subdivided prthcipUy into 

additive and non-additive components. As earlier described it is 

possible to obtain a mammure of the additive component of variance by 

estisoting the beritabiltW of the character an a random-bred popu]attcn, 

and this estSmUom has previously been. described. The hei'itabilit 

estimate is a ensure of the ratio VA and from the difference between 
V.  

this ratio and that of the total degrge of genetic d.termijmtjon J 
VP 

can be obtained the ratio oorrsaposading to the non.eddittv, component. 

The respective nit*s obtained for the two population. by both method 
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of onloulation can be seen in the Tables 16 end 17. The heritability 

or additive component romaine constant in both methods of ealoulation 

sinee this is a measure which has been obtained directly from the 

population. The alteration which is brought about in VG  is reflected 

only in the change. at the ncn'mdditiv. component, 

In a similar tmy it may be possible to subdivide va  into 

Its eanstitsent components* Poll sear and SWUdda (1954) have shown 

that the occurrence of iimg t4ao*w8 is subject to Poisson's distribution. 

U this holds for the populations being investigated in thee. experiments, 

then it would be possible to partition VE  into components due to chance 

and true environmental causes. (i a square root transformation the 

variense of a true Poisson distribution is 0,25 (*nonj11 (1950)) 

although this  value is not cct for low values of the mean. If it is 

supposed that the Poisson distribution holds for the JC  and ZZ 

populations then the value of the chance sonponent will be constant 

and equal in all cases ii. 0.25, and the difference bebisen this and 

V,g wiU estimat, the variance due to true .nvirntal causes. These 

results may be seen in the Tables 16 and 17. In no instance are the 

results completely iatensbl.. How.isr, In three out of th  four oases 

the resultant measure of the true environmental vac, which incindes 

experimental error is *mirksbly 1ev. For this reason alon, it would 

be r*oeiaai to investigat, further the validity of this subdivision 

and the uauapttona on which the interpretation is based. 

El  aM Inbred.. 

1. The F, crosses used in this experiment and their parent inbred 



strains do not differ with respect to their overall ncena and 

variance.. In this epez1a.nt thq ve' vs]tdl7 be grouped and 

considered together as a sample of 21 different uniform genopee. 

2. The greater part of the variance of the F1  population ung 

found to be true genetic variance bet*ei crosses and this variance 

could be subdivided into additive and noneddittve coaponente. 

L, The  two sethodi used here to eval**te the ooaponents of the 

phmnop1a variance probab]7 give the upper and lower Units 

within Mch the true answer flUe. 

The two popu]atic,ts, JO and LX, appear to be different, and 

this my reflect the fast that the means of  the  two populations 

differ and so do their variances. 

The LX popslat$oa, with * mom eampLrablo to that of the 

population, is less subject to doubt because the correction required 

is smaller. 

The JO  population  with a low asan, varies widely in the 

results given tW the tw MsVvds of calculation of the oceponents 

of variance, and is subject to greater doubt. 

Since the additive 0onp''nta of variance estimated directly 

Oft each population do in themselves differ, the differences in the 

rattonchip between the total TO and total VE in the twe populations 

aa7 be considered as reel, 

If the separation of V into its components is valid there 

Is little true enviroraental variance. 



' Isc1j3sr9 

The basic plan and the results, of the experiments have 

been presented and at this stage it is proper to look more critically 

firstly at the sesaspttons on hiob the experiment0 were to some 

extent based, and secondly at the stgnifieeneS, of the results obtained. 

The aarn*ptione concern the partiti4n of the phenotpio 

variance in outbred population,, The baste premise is that highly 

Inbred lines and the F crosses between than are genetically i*tform, 

This concept results from the sathesattoal theory of inbreeding 

(Wright 1922), and more recently has bean investigated on a practical 

Maio for the mouse principally bV Grflneberg end hi. co.'vorkere (1957, 

1960), The 1960 popes which considers all their available information 

statea that the sixly"ssi.x individual, testis that were made on an array 

of skeletal verisnta showed an essential abeønoe of *rentoffspzing 

correlation in the thbred mouse stratus 057BL A, and OBA. The 

edstenee and eagx4tede of pareut!.offs,pring correlations being taken 

as a measure of the genetic vartenoe present in a øtrain, it wee 

therefore conslaled that these strains in particular, and from this 

inbred mouse strains generally', are genetically homogeneous except 

for the differentiation of genetically' distinct suhitnes resulting 

from mutations. 

Th. most important asss*pttm concerned the uttlisattan of 

a w*iform genetic population to entimate VE end thwe V for the outbeed 

population. Since for this it is neosss,u to assiae that the variances 

of the two populations are comparable, and that the genetically smtfora 



and genettoal]y variable populations behave .l(wr'3y with respect 

to the enitrozasat, the renatton to and interaction with the 

.nvtrozae*t for an ,inewn'ed population can only be tsnt*t$. vs].y 

predicted in the ease of characters where eoft previous knowledge 

exists. Therefore, in this instance, in the abeanos of prior 

knowledge a rather greater enotsat of tsertaintr we involved. 

However it we hoped that careful choice of the uniform population 

would cotuat.rbalauoe this ts*certatntr, at least to eon. extent. 

And In addition the caperinental envjrentel conditions have been 

held as uniform as was reasonably possible. The plan wee that bF  

using a population mad* up of the widest possible rang. of ?t,, 

i..* fifteen within the roaotuees of this laboratory, and thus the 

greatest available number of aaifora gmtotpea, then it in general 

different genotypes bed a different relationship to the ezrviroiaent, 

then this would be reflected as near]y as possible in both the genet&c. 

ally uniforn and the genetically variable populations. As it happened 

thw later addition of the six Inbred sta'aina t) selves to the 

experiaent, and the lack of difference between the ink-ads and the 

allowed thw overall average variance of these two groups to be 

used, and this was thus based on twent-one different uniform genotypes. 

This was extremely fortunate sine* th9 results have already drawn 

attention to the fact that the variance is dependent on the mean and  so 

the envirozasat is not constautfor all levels of aueeptdbtlity, i.e, 

all genotypes. 

In addition to the requirement that the uniform and variable 

popuiations should react 1t(1a'.]y to the esrdroiasnt, it is also necessary 



that the comparison of the variances of the two populations should 

be valid. It was exp.etsd that the problem of the vallditr of 

comparison of the variances would be overcome IV using transformed 

data sinss this should render the variation Independent of the mean. 

But the daisy in obtaining the eampletoad ? data, because of the 

diffilculir of raising sufficient numbers, resulted in the JO 

population being availeb]e for a**lyeis long before anything else. 

And sins, there was not a range of variances available to test for 

equalit, it seemed reasonable to aim at noramitaing the distribution, 

since it was not unlikely that this would also sq*lise the variances 

and so render them comparable. As has a1r0547 been seen this aim was 

not achieved and a certain aaomt of cem,31oaticn arose. 

In vtev of the foregoing discussion it is apparent that of 

the two outbred populations investigated the results obtained with 

the LX population are to be regarded as the moat reliable sins, this 

population has a comparable mean to that of the F1te and tabreds sat 

less adjustment has been needed. Therefore in considering the 

PRIALtioning of the phono1i'pio variances it is valid to attach more 

v.ibt to the results obtained with the IX population and than to see 

bow fez' the JO population measures up to this. Thw two methods of 

estimation of Vg used affect the values obtained for the IX population 

very little but give quite widely differing values in the JO population, 

It is not imreasoaabl. to suppose that at this low vain, of the mean 

the effect of each method is emggeratsd and th= the two sets of 

wisem obtained can be considered to represent the extreme upper and 

lover limits. If aidmialuse are taken as representing the best 

obtainable estimates then the components can be compared at each 



stage of perttttorltlPg (Table 18). 

Ta11. 18. Coxig 
ed 

21 no 
2oi,u1t0fl 

MMUMS WON 
4tb the F 

at go  
iot,u1ation 

£1 

VE 26.6 55.3 
V0  13.8 32.4 

VTE 12.8 22.9 

V0  73.4 44.7 65.8 

VA 58.4 32.3 40.5 

VNA 15.0 12.4 25.3 
VP  100.0 100.0 

To eendder the eijor components firet. 	The relative 

v,it*e of V1  Sn the LX azI JO populations appear to be ,.zy 

different, the JO oanponsnt being very such lmrger. Whereas when 

the relative values of V0 are ocsper.d the reveree in true i.e. the 

LX velue to very much larger. This night appear to be rather curious  

and the difference could veil be dismissed as fort4toas or even as 

due to the inaoeurecy with which the JO poptistian has been evaluated, 

)bwevsr it L. difficult to maintain this viewpoint aincs the relative 

differences In the V0 ocaponant., which have themselves been arrived 

at iedir.ctly, are reflected In the V components which have been 

estimated dfrcet3 on each population. The two nonieddittys components 

axe equivalent, reinfordegthe view that the genetic difference 



between the two populations is real end is a difference in herit.-

abilities. In this context it is useful to asks fth.r eeapart.onsj 

this can be dciie with the equivalent values obtained from the 

population by the analyses of variance. The V0 and V components 

are intermediate between the JO and XC values but the VVA component 

In higher than either. Sinc, the genetic canpoettica at the 

population Is asowzi, that in, that it consisted of a range of 

fifteen genotrpes, it is possible to speculate that the JO 

population has a less divers, range and the LX population a more 

diver., range than this. But it in not possiblo to attach standard 

errors to the Fi values and considering the stee of the  .rroi'e of 

the ZO and LX component., it is voltke]y that either of them would 

differ significantly from the Fl  value., although thq appear to 

differ from each other. 

It is now appropriate to aaaal4.r the somewhat arbitrary 

division of yE into true env irameental and chance components. The 

method used to evai.te the chance component V0  is not the only 

possible method, but since the results obtained by different method@ 

differ only in degree it is not necessary to explore this further 

here. In all these calculations there is as expected on theoretical 

gromds a considerably larger proportion of chance in a population 

like the JC with a low mean, than in the LX population which has a 

high mean. And although there in this wide difference betw*en the 

twO populations with respect to the chance component, there in little 

ditferene. with respect to Vm remainder which e..y be called the true 

anviroaaental variance VIES 
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it is admittedly rnupi1aing that the true enviroonental 

variance should be such a ell proportion of the whole, and at first 

it my well. new ecaroe]7 credible. In fast this may even be consider-

ed as valid grounds on which to dismiss as erroneous the pertitiung 

of YE  in this way. However before being dismissed too lightly sush a 

finding merits more consideration. 

Within the ]b'ita of these experiments it has been possible 

to Investigate a nwaber of different likely sources of envirousantal 

variance. For instance the saistance of a difference between the 

sexes, which could be * reflection of differences of hormez*l 

reaction, or a difference in the separate heritab&lt' eøtlsatsø 

obtained from sale end female parents which could indicate the 

xtstenoe of say an analogous factor to the mansary taw agent, 

as would also have done a difference between reciprocal crosses in 

the F  population. In addition to the absence of effect on tiaotw 

number of all the above, no effect has been found between ttsiotw 

number and growth, the significanc. of which will be more fulily 

discussed at a later stage. It could also have been expected that 

there would be some difference between the variances of the inbreda 

and F1  's time these may be expected to differ in their reaction to 

the enitroenent. All of these possible sources of difference have 

been conclusively shown has to be non'.exLstent in these populations 

so that the po.eibilitG' of the trus environmental variance being 

relatively ei*ll in its importance can new be seen as a real on. 

At this point it is suitable to oo"tdsr what evidence 

on this subject Is av(1Ole from the work of previous anthers. 



Heaton (1942*) in the experiment pnAoumly described obtained an 

eatiaate of the relative values of the genette and enviroaental 

factors by taking his F'e as the usiforn genetic population and 

the F2 produced from thee as his variable genetic population. In 

this vey be estimated that genetic factors aocoia*t.d for 86 per cent 

of the total variance and nengen.ttc taotor including cenca, for 

aroIt.2y 14 per sent. 

Previous workers have similarly found an absence of 

difference between the sexes when nan6srd doses have been edsin 

tetered. (see eepscia13 Hsaten (1942a); Larson & Hasten (1945); 

Larsen (1946); Little (1947); Cowen (1950) 	That the tusour 

niaaber is independent of hormonal factors is also indicated br the 

lack of effect of breeding, of endogenous injections of oee'ogena 

or androgens, of deezysorticosterone, or of cortisone. (SbAnkin & 

Grady (1941); SM"frmn (1954)). Wtewtae Firth and Ie (1955) 

in consideration of their own and all previous work in this field 

concluded that there was no siequivocal evidence for an infective 

uttology. 

Earlier Twumbaum (1940)  showed that in enderfod ali 

fewer tiaoura are formed and at a later time than in fuilfed 

But this is not of direst application to the present experiments 

where all animals were fed the ease diet ad libe  

An account has been given earlier of the transplantation 

work dons on inbred and F] beets. The conclusion that all these  

experiments 1.4 to was that the genetic action controlling the degree 

of susceptibility to laig tusoiws was looaJ.teed in the inog tissue 

itself. Therefore it Is not tmhtke]7 that wW environmental 5t4..14 



which eight affect the expression of ausoaptibility to lung tunoure 

would be similarly those which act directly on the iiig tissue, 

This restricts considerably the typ. and variety of onvirowmtILl  

stimulus which would be effective. 

It is significant that one enviz'ozianntal stimulus of 

this description which has been Investigated has had a pronoimoed 

effect. Heaton and Pratt (1956, 1959) investigated the effect of 

different concentrations of oxygen on the occurrence of indused long 

tumours. They found that exposure,  to 100% oxygen for 48 hours after 

in.j action of the carcinogen gave an mnnr'ean in the number of lung 

tunoura, and that likewise a 48.hour exposure beginning 48 hours 

after injection also gave an increased 4nnt1snae, Howevev they 

found that no increase resulted from exposure to this high aoncon. 

tratton if it wer, given 48 hours or even laaediately before injection 

of the carcinogen, Exposure to 8% oxygen for 48 hours after injection 

gave a decrease in the amber of tiaours. Dipaclo (1957) confined 

the effect of the high concentration of oxygen. 

There is one other keowo group of environmental, factors of 

striking effect and time are the carcinogens tMt'nelvee. It is 

possible that in working with induced bzwars the magnitude of the 

carcinogenic effect is such that this in ita.if renders other environ,. 

mental effects comparatively ncgIig4bls. But the carcinogens some 

WO the  e category as oxygen as being stimuli acting directly on 

the lung tissue. And although they can be *t%44etsrad in a variety 

of indirect inys, the reaction is modified bV the dose at carcinogen, 

the route of aiinIetrattcn, and the pleioa3,  state of the agent, the 
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soot efficient being that which brings the greatest quoulltir of 

the substance into direct contiot with -1iutng tissue. So that in 

feat the negative results obtained with alaost all other oiron. 

asritsi stimuli not in this category can still be exp.ctmd to be 

valid for spontaneous tnoiwe. 

It to .f additional Interest that ShInkin (1955) states  

that experimental stiiss decenstrate that dusts &W other atmospheric 

eentsatnante that asr be expected to contain oheetcal agants at the 

po]uj]io )qdrooarbom tpe, are carcinogens for the lung tissue of 

etc. when Introdneed as inba]ante. He elm considers that there is 

.on'vin.ing evidence that iexler certain conditions toheoco fisies as 

well as coal fames MW contain earoinogents noteriala. 

Now that the general evidence an envirciesental effects 

has been considered sore attention must be given to the possible 

effect of growth, since there appears to be a certain ssott of 

contradiction in the avi1ab2e evidence. The results obtained in 

thaie experiments for two ]axe groupn of outbred etc., which differed 

most oonspiesoue]y in that the Ut population we eonstderabJ.' larger 

In ciis and weight than the JC population, showed that there we no 

relationship between total body weight at several ages and suaespt 

ibdLUir to lwg tceowe, or bsben tail length, as an indicator of 

skeletal growth, and suaceptibi]tr. let Heetosihas aec'—ulited a 

large body of evidence showing a pronousced relationship betw.en body 

weight, or sore truly body eLse, and sumespUbMir to lsmg bmenne, 

Me evidence derives from his extensive work on lix*kegs which boa 

already been considered in its owe right. In the coss'ea of this work 



he found that the lethal yellow (J) gene which increased .nseeptt-

bility to lung tours also increased body weight, whereas six other 

genes that were associated with a decrease in suoepttbility also 

decreased body weight. An Apparent irrogulAWLIV Was that obese (bb) 

decreased the occurrence of lung tumours whilst it greatly Increased 

body weight (V1&i&ds and H.. ton (1959)) • Fmther investigation 

showed that this apparent ancmeiy was dun to the obese animals having 

an exessive amount of adipose tissue in relation to their skeletal 

and au.au].ar ejitmis. From this Heston senolmied that in general 

susceptibility to lung tunoure my be correlated with normal growth 

of the skeletal and muscular systems instead of body weight when the 

weight is greatly Influenced bly adipose tissue. The lethal yellow,  

gene increases not only body weight but also skeletal growth 

(b'erieb.rg 1952). 

The fullest analysis of the growth data is given in 

Heston' paper on obese. Fran this data it moorges that wbils there 

e significant correlations between the skeletal and muscular seasure.. 

smite of the obese nice and their amber of lung tuso*w., similar 

correlations with their neo.obesis littermatee are just significant 

In only two out of the eight classificatiens. This general lack of 

a significant relationship between growth muasureamite and lung tunour 

umber in the nca..eattsnt littermat.a from Reatctz's data is in agreement 

with the results obtained here. Even although it night appear that 

the evidence presented here does confirm the existence of $ relation.. 

ship between limg tiacur nunber and growth, since the !Z population 

of large nice had a higher mean than the JC population, it has been 
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pr.vtom4 shown that vitbin both the Jr, OW IX populations there 

to no relattonship with either of the growth measurements sad.. 

This wMests that lbs correlation that he has obtained with body 

etae for a wide range of mutants Is a reflection of some associated 

effect concerned directly with the action of the mutants themselves. 

In the Intredttnn it was stated that as a result of the 

ezp.riments *ihtch have now been described it would be possible to 

evaluate the merit of this and of further investigations of this tM 

In this field. I thinic that it say be tair]y stated that the present 

application of the a.ts of quantitative genetics to the study of 

the inheritance of a ospttbLlttr to iMwed inog cancer has been a 

profitable one. Not the least apeøt of this profit has been the 

on 	of interesting problems which have been raised. Consideration 

of the results so far obtained leads to the conclusion that the main 

lines of further investigation could beet be piweued as foUowoz. 

A detailed investigation of the vnitdtt' of the exietmnoe 

of trts chance vartation as the sijor component of envtrontal, 

variance. 

Selection a) for a high line, 

b) to teat for genetic aedsilatian. 

Investigation of the posnibt1tt' of selecting eni1n that 

are particularly susceptible or resistant to tumileto acid synthesis 

antagonists since U aedifled sublime son be prod need this should in 

turn aodjt' the maiden.s of urethane indneed ]a*g tumourse 

Investigation of thinetic strneture of the inbred line.. 



Investigattost of the powoUtUtor of spptteattcst of theci 

a.thodl to other some tiaoure. 

The sualyeis at htwmn f**tiy d*ta for oe.loulation of the 

herltabiUlv of lung tunours. 



A reviev of the ltterat&we on cancer genettos in 

niral, and In j*rttaular of the fors of tour most,  widely  

studied gsnettoall7 i.e. primary lmg ad.ves, showed the 

relative failure of methods of Mendelian aiab'ais to solve the 

problems involved. Evidence has long existed which demonstrates 

the multtfs.etortal nature of inheritanoe,  to susceptlbilifW of 

lmg tumours. Therefore it we the object of this thesis to 

apply the methods of quantitative genetical snalyøts to the 

inheritance of suaoeptibiUtr to luag tumours, since this appeared 

to be the met promising lin, of approach. 

The main, object of this 5nveat&get&on use to determine 

the relative importance of hez'edttr sod enviroawat as oeue.s of 

the differences of t.aow amber between individuaia of a genetioal3' 

heterogeneous, or random-bred attain. Two strains, kuom in this 

Uboratox7 as JO and IX, were investigated, the first In greatmr 

detail then the second* 

lartttoning of the components of phenstypic variance 

revealed that the .XC population differed from the IX population. 

If the major components are considered first, then VE the total 

enviroawntal variance we larger In the .TC population and oonverae] 

VG  the total genetic variation we larger in the IX population. The 

difference between the two populatio1a with respect to V  can be 

considered to be real since thm are reflected also in the direct 

measurements obtained of the two h.rttabilitica (IA)'  the two  

additive eompoaenta (Vu) being equivalent. Comparison of these tun 
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randoai.brsd populations with the group formed of Fi  oroesee between 

the inbred lines shaved that the VG  ai*i VA  oaapenents of the F1 group  

are intermediate between the JO and the tX values but the VNA  

component to higher then either. The diviatcu of V into eI*rme 

(V0) and true envirezasatal (Vt) components revealed that there was 

a considerably granter proportion of chance variation in the JO 

populat&on but that the value. of VTr5  in the tIVO populations were 

s4t1r and low. The 	lt values obtained for VTZ  are oouiattble 

with evidence obtained from a review of the literature that only 

factor, noting direotly on the lung tissue have been fwAad to have 

a aeutirable enviroomental effect, and working with induced tumours 

the mmgsitnds of the .eroinogsnte effect is such that this in itself 

renders other enitrozasatal effects comparatively neg1g4b]e. 

vid.nse IS presented and discussed ooncerWng the 

Usk of relationship existing in then. e psi sts betimen body 

weight or tail length and tsour number as a measure of au.cept&hi].ttr. 

The method of tumour induction used is also discussed 

together with an experiment designed to analyse  the method. 

The use of the methods of quantitative genetics in 

investigating this prubiec has been considered to be profitable, 

and further lth.9 of investigation have been suggested. 
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